
 

 
Shanghai RagenTek Launches Smartphone  

Powered by Intrinsyc’s Soleus™ Software Platform 
Vancouver, BC – October 10, 2008 – Intrinsyc Software International, Inc. (TSX: ICS), a global 
wireless software solutions provider, today announced that Shanghai RagenTek Communication 
Technology Co. Ltd., a leading GSM/GPRS and Smartphone solution provider, has launched a 
Smartphone named “Cronos” in China incorporating Intrinsyc’s Soleus™ software platform. This 
represents the first Soleus-based product launched by Intrinsyc’s silicon vendor customer previously 
announced in November 2007. Additional information concerning this product announcement can be 
found at:  

http://www.winwap.com/news/shanghai_ragentek_selects_winwaps_browser_and_mms_client_for_
its_new_smartphone 

Soleus is a complete mobile software platform, with pre-certified telephony and a large applications 
portfolio, which enables mobile and portable device makers to rapidly develop and deploy an array 
of wireless consumer devices. Built on Windows Embedded CE, the flexible Soleus software 
platform allows numerous feature-set variations to meet the requirements of multiple handheld and 
handset designs and form factors. Soleus takes a modular approach to configuring handset software 
with a standard set of software components and enables device makers to reduce development costs, 
build mobile handsets faster and incur less risk. 

About Intrinsyc Software International, Inc. 

Intrinsyc provides wireless software solutions that enable next-generation handheld products, 
including mobile handsets, smart phones, and converged devices. The company’s software products 
include the Soleus™ software platform for consumer device development and the recently acquired 
Destinator® GPS/navigation technologies. Combined with award winning engineering services and 
years of systems integration expertise, these solutions help device makers, service providers, and 
silicon vendors deliver compelling wireless products with faster time-to-market and improved 
development cost. Intrinsyc is a Microsoft® Windows Embedded Gold Partner and a winner of 
Windows Embedded Excellence Awards in 2007 and 2008, a Symbian Competence Center and 
Symbian Platinum Partner. Intrinsyc is publicly traded (TSX:ICS) and headquartered in Vancouver, 
Canada, with offices in China, Israel, Taiwan, U.K., and the United States.  
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